
OSRP Update 5th Meeting  
April 17, 2018 7:30pm 
Leverett Town Hall  
Attendance: Pat Smith, Laurie Brown, Miho Connolly  
 

- Pat brought in examples of the 2016 Orange OSRP and the 2014 Shelburne OSRP as up-to-date 
examples. Pat will send electronic files of these documents for our reference 

 
Final Draft of Section 3: Community Setting (3/22/18) 

- Pat made some minor edits:  
- Pg.3-6: Formatting edit 
- Pg.3-11: Wording added in narrative to reflect projected 85 and over age distribution (as 

depicted in figure 3-4) 
- Pg. 3-12: Wording about children living in poverty clarified 
- Pat will send electronic file of finalized Section 3 

- Zoning Map 
- Richard Nathhorst has been working with Ryan at the FRCOG to produce a Zoning Map. 

Pat brought in a copy; this copy is correct with the Town’s current Zoning map (3/11/18) 
- Context Map 

- We need to produce a Context map, which will provide an overview of the Town’s 
defining characteristics 

- Laurie and Miho provided some additions and edits to the map. Pat will make these 
changes and will send out a revised copy of the Context Map for the committee to 
review.  

 
Next Steps 

- Our priorities may differ depending on whether or not CPA funding for the completion of the 
OSRP Update ($19,000) is secured 

- We already have much of the information required for Section 4 (Environmental Inventory 
and Analysis). It would be much more useful to have the help of the FRCOG for 
producing Section 5 (Inventory of lands of Conservation and Recreation Interest).  

- Miho will touch base with Pat after Town Meeting on 4/28 with information on whether or not 
we receive the CPA grant 

- If CPA funding is granted, we will begin Section 4: Environmental Inventory and Analysis 
- If CPA funding is not obtained, we will begin Section 5: Inventory of Lands of 

Conservation and Recreation Interest 
- We will keep working on maps for both sections  

- Laurie will review geology section in Section 4, and consider illustrations and diagrams to 
illustrate geological concepts 

 
Photos and illustrations:  

- We should start compiling photos that could be used to add interest to the OSRP 
- Miho will set up a shared Google Drive Folder: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1La06aevGmrCembbKgLN_OS2bhOdS8ged?usp=sharing 
- Miho will post in the next Town Newsletter asking residents to email in photos that are 

exemplary of Leverett’s character and open spaces.  
 
NEXT MEETING: Thursday, June 7 @ 7:30PM (or, Thursday, June 14)  


